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The Industrial Organization of Banking: Bank Behavior, Market Structure, and RegulationSpringer, 2010
The academic literature commonly examines issues relating to bank behavior, market structure, or bank regulation by abstracting from interrelationships among these factors. From a policy perspective, however, these elements of the industrial organization of banking are inextricably linked. The goal of this book is to provide a complete overview,...
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MCSA/MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-291)Microsoft Press, 2006

	Welcome to MCSA/MCSE Self−Paced Training Kit (Exam 70−291): Implementing, Managing, and Maintaining a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Network Infrastructure, Second Edition. This book prepares you for the 70-291 exam by teaching you how to configure, manage, and troubleshoot various aspects of a Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Service...
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Mining and Control of Network Traffic by Computational Intelligence (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2011

	As other complex systems in social and natural sciences as well as in engineering, the Internet is hard to understand from a technical point of view. Packet switched networks defy analytical modeling. The Internet is an outstanding and challenging case because of its fast development, unparalleled heterogeneity and the inherent lack of...
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Complex and Revision Shoulder Arthroplasty: An Evidence-Based Approach to Evaluation and ManagementSpringer, 2019

	This practical text presents the most up-to-date information on the evaluation and management of all aspects of complex and revision shoulder arthroplasty, divided into three thematic section. Chapters in part I focus on the diagnosis and management of complex primary shoulder arthroplasty, including evaluation of humeral and glenoid bone...
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Occupational and Environmental Safety and Health (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control, 202)Springer, 2019

	This book explores a number of important issues in the area of occupational safety and hygiene. Presenting both research and best practices for the evaluation of occupational risk, safety and health in various types of industry, it particularly focuses on occupational safety in automated environments, innovative management systems and...
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Domain-Specific Modeling: Enabling Full Code GenerationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Domain-Specific Modeling (DSM) is the latest approach to software development, promising to greatly increase the speed and ease of software creation. Early adopters of DSM have been enjoying productivity increases of 500–1000% in production for over a decade. This book introduces DSM and offers examples from various fields to illustrate to...
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Emerging Free and Open Source Software PracticesIGI Global, 2007
Project infrastructure and software repositories are now widely available at low cost with easy extraction, providing a foundational base to conduct detailed cyber-archeology at a scale not open to researchers before. Emerging Free and Open Source Software Practices provides a collection of empirical research acting as a focal point to the status...
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Stop the Screaming: How to Turn Angry Conflict With Your Child into Positive CommunicationPalgrave Macmillan, 2009
I wrote Stop the Screaming in order to help parents better understand and resolve conflicts with their children and adolescents. Not abusive or violent, these are the conflicts that arise in the normal course of family life. They happen at any time or on any occasion—during play, at family meals, and even on vacations. They are typically...
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CWTS: Certified Wireless Technology Specialist Official Study Guide: Exam PW0-070 (CWNP Official Study Guides)Sybex, 2009
This book is intended to provide an introduction to the exciting and emerging world of wireless LAN technology. This technology continues to expand at a phenomenal pace with constant improvements in speed, reliability, and security. Reading this book will teach you the fundamentals of standards-based technology, giving you an overview of the...
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Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems: First International ICST Conference, TAPAS 2011, Rome, ItalySpringer, 2011


	This volume contains the 25 papers presented at the First International ICST

	Conference on Theory and Practice of Algorithms in (Computer) Systems

	(TAPAS 2011), held in Rome during April 18-20 2011, including three papers

	by the distinguished invited speakers Shay Kutten, Kirk Pruhs and Paolo Santi.
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Handbook of Meat, Poultry and Seafood QualityJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A great need exists for valuable information on factors affecting the quality of animal related products.  The second edition of Handbook of Meat, Poultry and Seafood Quality, focuses exclusively on quality aspects of products of animal origin, in depth discussions and recent developments in beef, pork, poultry, and seafood...
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Agent-Mediated Electronic Commerce. Automated Negotiation and Strategy Design for Electronic MarketsSpringer, 2007
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the joint International Workshops on Trading Agent Design and Analysis, TADA 2006, and on Agent Mediated Electronic Commerce, AMEC VIII 2006, held in Hakodate, Japan, in May 2006 as an associated event of AAMAS 2006, the 5th International Joint Conference on Autonomous Agents and...
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